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INTRODUCTION
The following result for classical Schottky groups of rank 2 goes back to
Blaschke, Klein, Schottky, and Poincare. It can be viewed as a special caseÂ
Žw x.of the Klein]Maskit combination theorem Mas, p. 135 .
LEMMA. Let h and k be hyperbolic isometries of hyperbolic space such
that their axes ha¤e disjoint endpoints. There exists a constant C which
depends only on h and k, such that if m ) C and n ) C, then the subgroup
² m n: ² m: ² n:h , k is isomorphic to the free product h ) k .
The well-known proof of this result can be abstracted into the following
Ž w x.simple form Cf. L-S, p. 168 . Let H and K be subgroups of a group G,
² :and let H, K be the smallest subgroup of G containing H and K.
THE PING-PONG LEMMA. Let G be a group acting on a set S. Let H and
< < < <K be subgroups of G such that K : G ) 2 or H : G ) 2, where G s0 0 0
H l K. If there exist disjoint nonempty subsets S and S of S such thatK H
K R G maps S into S and H R G maps S into S , then the subgroup0 K H 0 H K
² : ² :H, K is isomorphic to the amalgamated free product H, K s H) K.G 0
² :Proof. Let h k ??? h be an element of H, K R G , where all h1 1 n 0 i
Ž .Ž .and k are not in G . Then for any x g S , h k ??? h x g S , soi 0 H 1 1 n K
Ž .Ž . ² :h k ??? h x / x; hence any element of odd syllable length in H, K1 1 n
is non-trivial. Consider an element of even length h k ??? h k . Without1 1 n n
< <loss of generality, H : G ) 2; hence there exists h g H such that h f G0 0
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and hy1 h f G . But then the element hy1 h k ??? h k h has odd sylla-1 0 1 1 n n
ble length; hence it is nontrivial. Therefore h k ??? h k is nontrivial.1 1 n n
Note that there exist counterexamples to the Ping-Pong lemma when
< < < <K : G s H : G s 2, even if the action of G on S is free.0 0
² :The Ping-Pong Lemma allows us to describe the subgroup H, K . In
² : ² :general, even in the simple case when H s h and K s k are infinite
cyclic groups with trivial intersection, we do not have much information
² :about the group h, k . In particular, this group need not be isomorphic to
the free group of rank 2.
² :In this paper we describe the subgroup H, K when H and K are
quasiconvex subgroups of a negatively curved group G. We also give a
² :condition for H, K to be quasiconvex in G. In general, even if both
² : ² : Ž wH s h and K s k are infinite cyclic hence quasiconvex in G; Gr,
x. ² :p. 210 , the group h, k might be non-quasiconvex in G. This might
² :happen even if h, k is isomorphic to the free group of rank 2.
We prove the following results.
THEOREM 1. Let H and K be m-quasicon¤ex subgroups of a d-negati¤ely
cur¤ed group G. There exists a constant C , which depends only on G, d , and0
m, with the following property. For any subgroups H - H and K - K with1 1
H l K s H l K s G , if all the elements in H and in K which are1 1 0 1 1
² :shorter than C belong to G , then H , K s H ) K . If , in addition,0 0 1 1 1 G 10
² :H and K are quasicon¤ex in G, then the subgroup H , K is quasicon¤ex1 1 1 1
in G.
Recall that a subgroup H is malnormal in G if for any g f H the
intersection of H and gHgy1 is trivial.
THEOREM 2. Let H and K be m-quasicon¤ex subgroups of a d-negati¤ely
cur¤ed group G. Assume that H is malnormal in G. There exists a constant
C , which depends only on G, d , and m, with the following property. For any1
subgroup H - H with H l K s H l K s G , if all the elements in H1 1 0 1
² :which are shorter than C belong to G , then H , K s H ) K. If , in1 0 1 1 G 0
² :addition, H is quasicon¤ex in G, then the subgroup H , K is quasicon¤ex1 1
in G.
Of course, Theorems 1 and 2 might be vacuously true, because there
might be no subgroups H and K with the required properties. However,1 1
these theorems have interesting applications in the following frequently
encountered case. Recall that a group K is residually finite if for any finite
set of nontrivial elements in K, there exists a finite index subgroup of K
which does not contain this set. The class of residually finite groups is very
rich; it contains all finitely generated linear groups and all fundamental
groups of geometric 3-manifolds.
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If K is a quasiconvex subgroup of a negatively curved group G, then K
is finitely generated, so for any positive integer n, K has only finitely many
elements shorter than n. Hence if such K is infinite and residually finite,
it has an infinite family of distinct finite index subgroups K , such that Kn n
does not contain nontrivial elements shorter than n. As K is a finiten
index subgroup of a quasiconvex subgroup K, it is quasiconvex in G: hence
we have the following results.
COROLLARY 3. Let H and K be infinite quasicon¤ex subgroups of a
negati¤ely cur¤ed group G. Assume that H and K are residually finite. If the
intersection of H and K is tri¤ial, then there exist infinite families of distinct
finite index subgroups H of H and K of K, such that the subgroupsm n
² : ² :H , K are quasicon¤ex in G and H , K s H ) K .m n m n m n
COROLLARY 4. Let H and K be infinite quasicon¤ex subgroups of a
negati¤ely cur¤ed group G. Assume that H is malnormal in G and residually
finite. If the intersection of H and K is tri¤ial, then there exists an infinite
family of distinct finite index subgroups H of H such that the subgroupm
² : ² :H , K is quasicon¤ex in G and H , K s H ) K.m m m
The above corollaries apply when the intersection of K and H is trivial.
ŽIn general, recall that a group K is LERF locally extended residually
.finite if for any finitely generated subgroup K of K and for any finite set0
S of elements in K, but not in K , there exists a finite index subgroup of0
K which contains K , but does not contain S. The class of LERF groups is0
much smaller than the class of residually finite groups, but it still contains
many interesting groups. For example, free groups, surface groups, and
nilpotent groups are LERF.
Let K be an infinite quasiconvex subgroup of a negatively curved group
G, and let G be a finitely generated subgroup of K. If K is LERF, then it0
has an infinite family of distinct finite index subgroups K containing G ,n 0
such that all the elements in K which are shorter than n belong to G .n 0
Hence we have the following results.
COROLLARY 5. Let H and K be infinite quasicon¤ex subgroups of a
negati¤ely cur¤ed group G with H l K s G . Assume that H and K are0
LERF. Then there exist infinite families of distinct finite index subgroups Hm
² :of H and K of K containing G , such that the subgroups H , K aren 0 m n
² :quasicon¤ex in G and H , K s H ) K .m n m G n0
COROLLARY 6. Let H and K be infinite quasicon¤ex subgroups of a
negati¤ely cur¤ed group G with H l K s G . Assume that H is malnormal in0
G and LERF. Then there exists an infinite family of distinct finite index
² :subgroups H of H containing G , such that the subgroup H , K ism 0 m
² :quasicon¤ex in G and H , K s H ) K.m m G 0
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PROOFS OF THE RESULTS
 y1 < 4 Ž y1 .y1Let X be a set and let X* s x, x x g X , where x s x for
Ž .x g X. Denote the set of all words in X* by W X* , and denote the
equality of two words by ``’ ''. Let G be a group generated by the set X*,
Ž .and let Cayley G be the Cayley graph of G with respect to the generating
Ž .set X*. The set of vertices of Cayley G is G, the set of edges of
Ž . Ž .Cayley G is G = X*, and the edge g, x joins the vertex g to gx.
Ž .Ž . ŽDEFINITION. The label of the path p s g, x gx , x ??? gx x ???1 1 2 1 2
. Ž . Ž . Ž .x , x in Cayley G is the word Lab p ’ x ??? x g W X * . As usual,ny1 n 1 n
Ž .we identify the word Lab p with the corresponding element in G. We
Ž . Ž .denote the initial and the terminal vertices of p by i p and t p ,
respectively, and the inverse of p by p. Denote the length of the path p by
< < <Ž .Ž . Ž . <p , where g, x gx , x ??? gx x ??? x , x s n.1 1 2 1 2 ny1 n
A geodesic in the Cayley graph is a shortest path joining two vertices. A
group G is d-negatively curved if any side of any geodesic triangle in
Ž .Cayley G belong to the d-neighborhood of the union of two other sides
Ž w x.see Gr, C-D-P . Let l F 1, L ) 0, and e ) 0. A path p in the Cayley
Ž .graph is a l, e -quasigeodesic if for any subpath p9 of p and for any
< < < <geodesic g with the same endpoints as p9, g ) l p9 y e . A path p is a
Ž .local l, e , L -quasigeodesic if for any subpath p9 of p that is shorter than
< <L and for any geodesic g with the same endpionts as p9, g )
< < Ž w x.l p9 y e cf. C-D-P, p. 24 .
Ž . w x Ž w x.Theorem 1.4 p. 25 of C-D-P see also Gr, p. 187 states that for any
Ž .l F 1 and for any e ) 0 there exist constants L, l, e that depend only0 0
Ž . Ž .on l , e and d , such that any local l , e , L -quasigeodesic in G is a0 0 0 0
Ž .global l, e -quasigeodesic in G.
Recall that H is a m-quasiconvex subgroup of G if any geodesic in
Ž .Cayley G which has its endpoints in H belongs to the m-neighborhood
of H.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let H and K be subgroups of H and K,1 1
respectively, such that H l K s H l K s G . Consider an element l1 1 0
² :of H , K such that l f G . Then there exists a representation l s1 1 0
h k ??? k h , where h g H , k g K , k , and h do not belong to1 1 my1 m i 1 i 1 i i
G , k , and h are geodesics in G, h is a shortest representative of the0 i i 1
coset h G , h is a shortest representative of the coset G h , and for1 0 m 0 m
1 - i - m, h is a shortest representative of the double coset G h G .i 0 i 0
Ž . Ž .The elements h and h might be trivial . Let p be the path in Cayley G1 m
beginning at 1 with the decomposition of the form p s p q ??? q p ,1 1 my1 m
Ž . Ž .where Lab p ’ h and Lab q ’ k .i i i i
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Let A be the number of words in G which are shorter than 2m q d . As
Ž .mentioned above, there exist constants L, l, e which depend only on
1Ž . Ž Ž . .m, A, d , such that any local , 4m ? A q d , L -quasigeodesic in G is a3
Ž .global l, e -quasigeodesic in G.
Ž .Let C s max L, erl . We claim that if all the elements in H and in0 1
K which are shorter than C belong to G , then any path p, as above, is a1 0 0
Ž .l, e -quasigeodesic in G. Indeed, it is enough to show that p is a local
1Ž Ž . ., 4m ? A q d , L -quasigeodesic in G.3
< < < <As h f G and k f G , it follows that q ) C and p ) C . Asi 0 i 0 i 0 i 0
< < Ž .L F C , any subpath t of p with t - L has a unique decomposition0
t t , where without loss of generality, t is a subpath of some p and t is a1 2 1 i 2
subpath of q . Let t be a geodesic in G joining the endpoints of t. We willi 3
< < < < Ž .show that t G t r3 y 4m ? A q d . Without loss of generality, assume3
1 1< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <that t G t . If t F t , then t G t y t G t . So assume that2 1 1 3 2 13 3
1< < < < Ž .t ) t . As t t t is a geodesic triangle in Cayley G , it is d-thin; hence1 1 2 33
there exists the decomposition t s tY tX , where tX is the maximal subpath1 1 1 1
of t which belongs to the d-neighborhood of t , and tY belongs to the1 2 1
d-neighborhood of t .3
Ž . < X < < <It follows from Lemma 7 below that t F A ? 4m; hence t q d G1 3
Y X 1 1< < < < < < < < < < < < Ž .t s t y t G t y A ? 4m. Therefore, t G t y A ? 4m q d ,1 1 1 33 3
1Ž Ž . .proving that p is a local , 4m ? A q d , L -quasigeodesic in G. So p is a3
Ž .global l, e -quasigeodesic in G. The definition of C implies that if a0
Ž . Ž .l, e -quasigeodesic p in G is longer than C , then Lab p / 1. As any0
² : Ž .element l g H , K that is not in G has a representative Lab p in G,1 1 0
< < ² :as above, with p ) C , it follows that l / 1; hence H , K s H ) K .0 1 1 1 G 10
² :To prove the second part of the theorem, for any element l g H , K1 1
which is not in G , consider a geodesic g in G joining the endpoints of the0
path p, as above. As G is negatively curved, there exists a constant a
Ž .which depends only on l, e and d , such that g belongs to the a-neigh-
borhood of p. Assume that H and K are m -quasiconvex in G; then any1 1 1
vertex ¤ on p is in the m -neighborhood of h k ??? k H , and anyi i 1 1 1 iy1 1
vertex w on q is in the m -neighborhood of h k ??? h K , so the path pi i 1 1 1 i 1
Ž . ² :belongs to the a q m -neighborhood of H , K .1 1 1
Ž .If l g G , then l g H , so any geodesic g labeled with l with i g s 10 1
belongs to the m -neighborhood of H . It follows that the subgroup1 1
² : Ž .H , K is a q m -quasiconvex in G.1 1 1
< X <LEMMA 7. Using the notation of the proof of Theorem 1, t F A ? 4m.1
Proof. To simplify notation, we drop the subscript i, so t is a subpath1
Ž . Ž .of p, t is a subpath of q, Lab p s h, and Lab q s k. As H - H and2 1
K - K, we consider h as an element of H and k as an element of K.1
Ž .Without loss of generality, assume that q begins at 1 so it ends at k ; then
p begins at hy1 and ends at 1. As K and H are m-quasiconvex in G, any
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vertex ¤ on p is in the m-neighborhood of H, and any vertex w on q is ini i
the m-neighborhood of K. Hence we can find vertices ¤ and ¤ in tX , w1 2 1 1
< <and w in t , h9 and h0 in H, and k9 and k0 in K such that ¤ , w - d ,2 2 i i
< Ž .Žy1. < < Ž .Žy1. < < < < <¤ , h9 - m, ¤ , h0 - m, w , k9 - m, and w , k0 - m. Then1 2 1 2
< < < <h9k9 - 2m q d and h0 k0 - 2m q d .
< X <Assume that t ) A ? 4m. Then we can find vertices, as above, which, in1
< < Ž .Žy1.addition, satisfy ¤ , ¤ ) 4m and h9k9 s h0 k0. But then h0 h9 s2 1
Ž .Žy1.k0 k9 , so both products are in G . As h is a shortest element in the0
< < < Ž .Žy1. <double coset G hG , it follows that h F h h0 h9 . Let r be a geodesic0 0
Ž .Žy1.joining h0 to ¤ , let s9 be a subpath of p joining ¤ to 1, and let s02 2
y1 < < < < < < < <be a subpath of p joining h to ¤ . Then h s p s s9 q s0 and2
< Ž .Žy1. < < Ž .Žy1. < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <h h0 h9 F h h0 q h9 F s0 q r q h9 ; hence s9 q s0 F s0
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <q r q h9 , so s9 q r F 2 r q h9 . As h0 F s9 q r , and as r F m, it
< < < <follows that h0 F 2m q h9 .
< < < <However, as ¤ , ¤ ) 4m, the triangle inequality implies that h0 s2 1
<Ž .y1 < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <h0 G s9 y r s 1, ¤ q ¤ , ¤ y r G 1, ¤ q 4m y m s 1, ¤ q1 1 2 1 1
Ž .y1 < <m q 2m. Let a be a geodesic joining h9 to ¤ . As a - m, the triangle1
< < <Ž .y1 < < < < < < <inequality implies that h9 s h9 F 1, ¤ q a - 1, ¤ q m. Hence,1 1
< < < < < X <h0 ) h9 q 2m, a contradiction. Therefore, t F A ? 4m.1
We use the following property of malnormal quasiconvex subgroups of
Ž w x.negatively curved groups cf. Gi . The original proof of this fact for the
Žw x.special case when G is a free group is due to Rips G-R .
Let H be a subgroup of G, and let GrH denote the set of right cosets
of H in G. The relative Cayley graph of G with respect to H is an
oriented graph whose vertices are the cosets GrH and the set of edges is
Ž . Ž .GrH = X*, such that an edge Hg, x begins at the vertex Hg and ends
Ž .at the vertex Hgx. We denote it Cayley G, H . Note that for any path p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .in Cayley G, H if i p s H ? 1, then t p s H ? Lab p , so a path p
Ž .beginning at H ? 1 is closed, if and only if Lab p g H.
LEMMA 8. Let H be a malnormal m-quasicon¤ex subgroup of a finitely
Žgenerated group G, and let d be a nonnegati¤e constant. The group G does
. Ž .not ha¤e to be negati¤ely cur¤ed. Let g tg be a path in Cayley G such that2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .g and g are geodesics in Cayley G , Lab g g H, Lab g g H, and1 2 1 2
Ž .Lab t f H. Let m be the number of ¤ertices in the ball of radius m q 2d
Ž . 2around H ? 1 in Cayley G, H , and let M s m q 1. Then any subpath a
Ž .of g which belongs to the 2d-neighborhood of g in Cayley G is shorter1 2
than M.
< <Proof of Lemma 8. Assume that a G M. Without loss of generality,
Ž . X Ž .i g s 1. Let g be a geodesic in Cayley G beginning at 1 such that2 1
Ž X . Ž . X Ž .Lab g ’ Lab g , and let a 9 be the subpath of g such that Lab a 9 ’1 1 1
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lab a . Let p : Cayley G “ Cayley G, H be the projection map p g s
Ž . Ž .Hg and p g, x s Hg, x .
X Ž .Note that g and g are geodesics in Cayley G beginning at 1,2 1
Ž X . Ž .Lab g g H and Lab g g H, so as H is m-quasiconvex in G, the1 2
projection p maps g and g X into a ball of radius m around H ? 1 in2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Cayley G, H . As a ; N g ; Cayley G , it follows that p a ;2 d 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .N H ? 1 ; Cayley G, H . Denote the vertices of p a by ¤ , . . . , ¤2 dqm 1 n
Ž . and the vertices of p a 9 by w , . . . , w . As n G M, and ¤ , . . . , ¤ ,1 n 1 n
4 Ž . Ž .w , . . . , w ; N H ? 1 , there exist 1 F i - j F n such that ¤ , w s1 n 2 dqm i i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..¤ , w . Let p and p be subpaths of p g connecting i p g and ¤j j 1 2 1 1 i
Ž X .and ¤ and ¤ , respectively. Let q and q be subpaths of p g connectingi j 1 2 1
Ž Ž X .. Ž .H ? 1 s i p g and w and w and w , respectively. Let s s p t and let1 i i j
p denote the path p with the opposite orientation. Then sp p p s and1 2 1
Ž .q q q are closed paths in Cayley G, H beginning at H ? 1, so1 2 1
Ž . Ž .Lab sp p p s g H and Lab q q q g H.1 2 1 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .But Lab p ’ Lab q and Lab p ’ Lab q , so Lab s1 1 2 2
y1Ž . Ž . Ž .Lab p p p Lab s g H, and Lab p p f g H. Therefore the mal-1 2 1 1 2 1
Ž .normality of H in G implies that Lab s g H, contradicting the assump-
Ž . Ž . < <tion that Lab s s Lab t f H. Hence a - M.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let H be a subgroup of H such that H l K s1 1
² :H l K s G . Let l be an element of H , K such that l f G . Then0 1 0
there exists a representation l s h k ??? k h , where k and h are as1 1 my1 m i i
Ž .in the proof of Theorem 1. Let p be a path in Cayley G with a
Ž .decomposition of the form p s p q ??? q p , where Lab p ’ h and1 1 my1 m i i
Ž .Lab q ’ k . Let M be as in Lemma 8, and let A be as in the proof ofi i
Ž .Theorem 1. As was mentioned above, there exist constants L9, l9, e 9
1Ž . Ž Žwhich depend only on m, A, d , such that any local , 4m ? A q6
. . Ž .d q M , L9 -quasigeodesic in G is a global l9, e 9 -quasigeodesic in G.
Ž .Let C s max L9, e 9rl9 . We claim that if all the elements in H which1 1
are shorter than C belong to G , then any path p, as above, is a1 0
Ž .l9, e 9 -quasigeodesic in G. Indeed, it is enough to show that p is a local
1Ž Ž . ., 4m ? A q d q M , L9 -quasigeodesic in G.6
< <As h f G , it follows that p ) C . As L9 - C , any subpath t of pi 0 i 1 1
< < Ž .with t - L9 has a unique decomposition t t t , where t and t are1 2 3 1 3
Žsubpaths of some p and p , and t is a subpath of q some of t mighti iq1 2 i i
.be empty . Let t be a geodesic in G connecting the endpoints of t.4
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < Ž < < < <.If t ) 2 t r3, then t q t F t r3, so t G t y t q t G2 1 3 4 2 1 3
< < < < < <2 t r3 y t r3 s t r3.
< < < <So assume that t F 2 t r3. Without loss of generality, assume that2
< < < < < < < <t G t ; hence t ) t r6. As t t t t is a geodesic 4-gon in a d-nega-1 3 1 1 2 3 4
tively curved group G, there exists a decomposition t s s s s such that1 2 3 4
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s belongs to the d-neighborhood of t , s belongs to the 2d-neighborhood2 2 3
of t , and s belongs to the d-neighborhood of t . According to Lemma 8,3 4 4
< < < < < < < <s - M, and according to Lemma 7, s F 4m ? A. But then t q d G s3 2 4 4
< < < < < < < < < <s t y s y s G t y 4m ? A y M G t r6 y 4m ? A y M.1 2 3 1
1< < < < Ž . Ž ŽHence t G t r6 y M q d q 4m ? A , so the path p is a local , M4 6
. . Ž .q d q 4m ? A , L9 -quasigeodesic in G; hence it is a l9, e 9 -quasigeodesic
in G. Then we conclude the argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.
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